The Physician Assistant Advisory Committee of the Board of Medical Licensure and Supervision met on January 5, 2012, in accordance with the Open Meeting Act. The meeting was held at the office of the Board, 101 NE 51st Street, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Members present were:

- Charles Womack, MD, Chairman
- Lindsey Gillispie, PA
- Don Flinn, PA
- Riaz Sirajuddin, MD
- Clay Moore, D.Ph.
- Thomas Pickard, DO
- Daniel McNeill, PhD, PA

Member absent was:

- Gerald Wootan, DO

Others present included:

- Robyn Hall, Director of Licensing
- Kathy Plant, Executive Secretary
- Bill O'Brien, Assistant Attorney General
- Elizabeth Scott, Assistant Attorney General
- Lyle R. Kelsey, Executive Director

The meeting was called to order at 1:05 p.m. The minutes from October 20, 2011, Committee meeting were reviewed. Dan McNeill noted a correction to the Clinical Testing Service needed to be made. He said the company was not affiliated with the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center, as was stated in the minutes. He moved to approve the minutes as corrected. Mr. Moore seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

Elaine Edith Stook appeared in support of her application for reinstatement of Physician Assistant licensure. Ms. Stook had been out of practice for eight years. Results from her testing at Clinical Testing Services (CTS) were reviewed. She had retaken the NCCPA certification exam. Dan McNeill moved to recommend approval of a temporary license based on the results of the CTS results. Dr. Pickard seconded the motion. After discussion, Mr. McNeill clarified his motion to reinstate the license with the same supervision requirements as a new graduate for one year. He further clarified for Ms. Stook that the supervising physician should be on-site a preponderance of the time. The vote was called and was unanimous in the affirmative.

The application of FAYE MEMOLO for licensure as a Physician Assistant was considered. Ms. Memolo was not present. Ms. Scott reported that Ms. Memolo had met with staff regarding two arrests for DUI, the last arrest being in 2004. A proposed Agreement for licensure was presented that would allow the Board to monitor Ms. Memolo. Dr. McNeill moved to recommend approval of the application under terms of the Agreement. Mr. Flinn seconded the
motion. Dr. McNeill asked if Ms. Memolo had an Agreement in any of the other states in which she was licensed. Ms. Scott said Ms. Memolo did not have Agreements with any other state. The vote was called and was unanimous in the affirmative. (See attachment #1)

Ms. Scott reported on two pending Complaints. Suzzie Waldenville, PA had been cited for allegations of prescribing violations, narcotics laws violations, failure to establish a physician-patient relationship prior to treatment, and medical records violations. A proposed Voluntary Submittal to Jurisdiction had been developed but at the last Board meeting, Ms. Waldenville had indicated she would like to have an attorney present for her case so the matter had been tabled to the January 2012 Board meeting. Ms. Scott said the proposed Voluntary Submittal to Jurisdiction would imposed an indefinite suspension and have her go through the Clinical Testing Services program prior to being reinstated under terms of probation.

Ms. Scott reported on the case against Toni Jones, PA. She advised that Ms. Jones had gone to Palmetto Behavioral Health, who recommended she receive treatment. Ms. Jones informed the Board that she could not afford the treatment. She thought she could get the money together but that fell through. She reported to staff that she is now living with a niece in Virginia. Ms. Scott reported that staff will propose an indefinite suspension until she completes treatment. That would allow her to apply for reinstatement as soon as she completes treatment rather than waiting at least one year, as would be required with a Voluntary Surrender in Lieu of Prosecution.

The Committee thanked Ms. Scott for her report.

Dr. McNeill reported that Gil Torres, PA had contacted him about going through the simulated patient program. Mr. Torres had met with the Committee in October 2011 to discuss complaints received by the Board. Dr. McNeill reported that Mr. Torres would most likely start with the Physician Assistant students this summer.

Applications for licensure, reinstatement of licensure, transfer applications, applications for additional positions and additional alternate supervisors were reviewed. Dr. McNeill moved to recommend approval of the following applications for Physician Assistant licensure. Dr. Sirajuddin and Ms. Gillispie seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

APA2095BALLARD, RYAN
APA2060BODINE, AMANDA
APA2067BRAINERD, CHRISTA
LYNNE
APA2100BROWN, JENNIFER MARIE
APA2103BRUCE, JAYNE ELIZABETH
APA2085CABRERA, BRITTANY
FAITH
APA2074CAPPS, ERIN MARIE
APA2050CARLOZZI, REBEKAH
DYAN
APA2110CHEATWOOD, JEREMY
SHAUN
APA2083COLE, JESSICA L
APA2111CONKLING, KELLEY L
APA2065CURLEY, LAUREN LEIGH

APA2052DAVIS, BRENT MICHAEL
APA2049DAVIS, JOHN T
APA2045DEAN, JACOB TAU
APA2061DELOIOACONO, SHANNON
NICOLE
APA2098DRESSER, KELLY LOUISE
APA2089DUREN, CARLYN RAY
APA2014EDWARDS, BRADLEY ALAN
APA2112EDWARDS, KRISTIN MARIE
APA2055HADDOCK, DAVID
SHANNON
APA2108HALL, MARK DAVID
APA2059HASSELL, SCOTT EVAN
APA2080HOFFMAN, KARLI ALIN
APA2062HONICK, MELISSA SUE
APA2090HOWARD, BRYAN SCOTT
Dr. McNeill moved to recommend approval of the following applications for Physician Assistant licensure pending satisfactory completion of the files:

APA2092 ALLISON, ERIKA MARIE
APA2051 DRIVER, LAKEISSA
APA2075 DUNLAP, CINDY LEE
APA2015 HATTAWAY, SARA RENEE’
APA2076 JENKS, STEPHEN ANDREW
APA2114 LACEY, AUTUM MICHOLE
APA2073 MARTINELLI, TIFFANY

APA2092 ALLISON, ERIKA MARIE
APA2051 DRIVER, LAKEISSA
APA2075 DUNLAP, CINDY LEE
APA2015 HATTAWAY, SARA RENEE’
APA2076 JENKS, STEPHEN ANDREW
APA2114 LACEY, AUTUM MICHOLE
APA2073 MARTINELLI, TIFFANY

He further moved to recommend approval of the following applications for reinstatement of Physician Assistant licensure:

PA1617 BENISH, RANDY E
PA970 MCKINNEY, JIM EDWARD

Dr. Sirajuddin seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

Dr. McNeill moved to recommend approval of the following applications for transfer of supervision. Mr. Flinn seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

PA 239 HENSHAW, DANIEL CALVIN transfer to Michael Ward MD10870
PA 438 HAVENER JR, ROBERT FRANCIS transfer to David Speegle, MD25090
PA 463 MADISON, JAMES FRANKLIN transfer to Paul Peterson, MD17851
PA 477 TAYLOR, MARILYN SUE transfer to Lee Frye, MD12308
PA 497 FERGUSON, ROGER HARRY transfer to Gabriel Cuka, MD20299
PA 524 THOMAS, FRANK MATTHEW transfer to Leigh Barrow, DO4613
PA 533 DAVIS, SUSAN L transfer to Jeanne Heyser-Easterly, DO2417
PA 679 LEWIS, JANE PEPER transfer to Buddy Lecrone, MD9728
PA 808 DUREN, KELLY LOUISE transfer to William Wilson, MD17867
PA 813 ABERLE, TERESA JULIANN transfer to Judith James, MD19878
PA 889 WALKER, ALIA MELISSA transfer to Schuyler Steelberg, MD21125
PA 906 IJAMS, SHANNON DENISE transfer to Sarah Schumann, MD28564
PA 1064 THAYER, MICHAEL ALAN transfer to Erich Muckala DO5023
PA 1074 LEBLANC, DEBORAH SUSANN transfer to Janelle Whitte, DO3610
PA 1098 LEU, STEPHANIE DAWN transfer to Gerald Gilbert MD10960
PA 1155 SMITH, JACK BRADLEY transfer to lance watson, MD26920
PA 1231 JAMES, CHRISTOPHER TODD transfer to Brent Mefford, MD25486
PA 1238 STEPHENS, JENNIFER CARLENE transfer to Cary Fisher MD17279
PA 1257 DUNIPHIN, DARLLA DENISE transfer to Gary Lawrence, MD14150
PA 1271 NEER, MARK HASTINGS transfer to George Markert, MD7600
PA 1278 VANCE, RONDA LYNN transfer to Thomas Goforth MD12260
PA 1322 JOHNSTON, JESSICA JEAN transfer to George Selby MD13143
PA 1362 NEER, TERRI LYNN transfer to Kimberly Hanigar, MD18949
PA 1399 REDINGTON, JULIE MARIE transfer to Edward Ford MD28432
PA 1419 WALKER, AMY CHRISTINE transfer to Richard Swenson, MD14281
PA 1430 CHRISTIAN, MICHAL GERALYN transfer to Bill Edwards, DO2365
PA 1465 FUNK, BRANDON SCOTT transfer to William Beringer DO4480
PA 1553 STONE, PENNY TONYA transfer to Mitchell Davis MD20654
PA 1575 MEDINA, JOSE ANTONIO transfer to Michael Watson, MD26920
PA 1590 FREEMAN, LINDSEY MICHELLE transfer to Paulette Bennett, DO3840
PA 1592 MCCALMAN, STEPHANIE SCAGNELLI transfer to Cyrus Dean Motazid, DO3977
PA 1628 TIGER, BRANDY S transfer to David Smith DO2231
PA 1661 LAFAVE, SALLEE FERN transfer to Gail Girouard MD25368
PA 1688 MCKEE, DENNIS EDWARD transfer to Richard Swenson, MD14281
PA 1710 NOEL, STEPHANIE MARIE transfer to Zeeshaan Khan, MD27364
PA 1733 RAUCH, LEONARDO transfer to Hurlis Graham, MD10072
PA 1744 TATE, PATRICIAANN MICHAEL transfer to Edward Ford MD28432
PA 1807 MESSER, HALEY JOYCE transfer to Stuart Schrader DO3883
PA 1839 GROSS, MARLENE ADRIENE transfer to Mark Weissman, MD15521
PA 1854 PACKER, JOHANNA NADINE transfer to P. Miller, MD23611
PA 1883 CURTIS, STACY LEANN transfer to James Gormley MD8622
PA 1895 MILLER, CHRISY ANN transfer to Brent Mefford, MD25486
PA 1903 ABAEE, ELIZABETH ARLANA transfer to Jacob Labahn, MD27233
PA 1927 ROSADO, MARISA EMILY transfer to M. Gessouroun MD17368
PA 1928 BOYLE, SHELLY DEANN transfer to Herbert Littleton, DO1759
PA 1937 MUNSANTO, DEIDRA DYAN transfer to Donald Tutt, MD8459
Ms. Gillispie moved to recommend approval of the following applications for additional positions. Dr. McNeill seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

PA 406 CLICK, JAMES NELSON ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH ARDRY YARBROUGH, MD22046
PA 477 TAYLOR, MARILYN SUE ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH VIVIAN VIERA, MD18676
PA 533 DAVIS, SUSAN L ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH CHRISTOPHER MITCHELL, MD22526
PA 552 PARNELL, JACKIE J ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH KRIS PARCHURI, DO4109
PA 616 FIXLEY, VICKIE MCBEE ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH CHAYNE FISHER, MD3189
PA 664 CLAUSEN, JOHN MARK ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH GEORGE MALATINSKY, MD21481
PA 698 SMITH, LONNIE VAN ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH MICHAEL WATSON MD26920
PA 704 MARTENS, JEFFREY DONOVAN ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH FRANCIS CASSIDY, MD17575
PA 794 PLUMMER, KEITH GERRELL ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH PAUL REED DO3340
PA 842 WATERS, JAEMIE ANN ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH DAVID MILLER MD20875
PA 847 VONGCHANYAKUL, VANCHAI ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH STEVEN WATSON, DO1983 and CONNIE WILSON, DO 3394
PA 940 NARR, BRANDON TAYLOR ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH RODNEY MCCRARY, DO2750
PA 942 FOX, ALETA JEAN ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JOHN OSBORN, MD15646
PA 988 DENNEY, MARK CHRISTOPHER ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JASON LEINEN, MD25158
PA 1021 SANDHU, IFTIKHAR A ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH RODNEY MCCRARY, DO2750
PA 1126 PICCIONE, JOSEPH JOHN ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH JERROLD BENEDICT, MD17441
PA 1155 SMITH, JACK BRADLEY ADDITIONAL POSITION WITH CHAD BORIN, DO3746
Dr. McNeill moved to recommend approval of the following applications to add alternate supervisors to previously approved positions. Mr. Flinn seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative.

PA 1833 ANDREW ARENDS adding Lonette Bebensee DO, William Martin DO and Jack Kao MD
PA 1488 STEPHANIE AUSTIN adding Shannon Pedersen-reed DO
PA 1047 MARY BATTOE adding Brian Lovelace MD, Scott Dunitz MD, Jaafar Bazih MD, Richard Thomas MD, William Clark MD, John Josephson MD, Wesley Stotler DO, James Slater MD, Paul Peterson MD, Ronald Hood MD, James Griffin MD, Kevin Dukes MD, John Balbas MD, and Thomas Marberry MD
PA 999 BRETT BENNETT adding Angela Farrar DO, Vishal Mundra MD, Julia Kwon DO, Malini Chintapalli DO, Charles Moore MD and Michael Gebetsberger MD
PA 1068 MICHAEL BENTON adding Brendon Mccollom DO, Stanley Corley MD, David Hopkins DO, Jeanie Klazuba DO, Steven Burner MD, Jonathan Knox DO and Jimmy Dixon MD
PA 1681 WADE BITTLE adding Michael Padgham MD
PA 845 DONNA BOWERS adding Steven Cox DO
PA 949 **AMY BROOKOVER** adding Richard Thomas MD, James Slater MD, Paul Peterson MD, Brian Lovelace MD, Scott Dunitz MD, Jaafar Bazih MD, Antoine Jabbour MD, William Clark MD, John Josephson MD, William Clark MD, Kevin Dukes MD, John Balbas MD, Ronald Hood MD, Thomas Marberry MD and James Griffin MD

PA 1425 **SABINE BROWN** adding Cathryn Crittenden-Byers MD, John Perona MD, Laura Taylor DO, Christopher Simic DO, David Schroeder MD, William Biggers MD, Jayson Podber MD, Kevin Markowski MD, Jessica Keller MD, Sybil Cheng DO and David Sasser MD

PA 880 **TOMMY CAMP** adding Robert Worden DO, Brent Wilson MD, Dillon Roach MD and Michael Kalcich MD

PA 2013 **AMY CAMPBELL** adding Robert Postlewait MD, Allan Suttle MD, Angela Farrar DO, Omar Hawasl MD, Brennon Cox DO, Imad Uddin MD, Roger Wilson MD, Malini Chintapalli DO, Jordan Brown DO, Lynn Mcclintock MD, Afsar Emery DO, Shivrajpal Grewal MD, Trudy Milner DO, Julia Kwon DO, Brent Laughlin MD, Derek Matheson DO, Michael Gebetsberger MD, George Carrico MD, and Robert Paulsen MD

PA 1162 **SHANNAN CARMOCHE** adding Michael Padgham MD

PA 1576 **KEVIN CHESSMORE** adding Michael Padgham MD

PA 960 **GERRIE CLIMER** adding William Schueler MD

PA 1797 **JESSICA COLLINS** adding Kenneth Darvin MD

PA 1531 **JENNIFER COMPTON** adding Malini Chintapalli DO, Angela Farrar DO, Vishal Mundra MD and Julia Kwon DO

PA 801 **MARK DAVIS** adding Gregory Grant MD

PA 882 **PAULINE DOLTON** adding Terroll Ramsey MD, Theron Bliss DO, Sharon Noel DO and Charles Gebetsberger MD

PA 1335 **SARAH EARLEY** adding Inger Aliason MD, Rebecca Drinka MD, Sobia Mansoor MD, Ellen Basile DO, Andrea Dutoit MD, and Kamilah Shy MD

PA 1953 **KAYLYNN ELMORE** adding Angela Farrar DO and Michael Gebetsberger MD

PA 1786 **THOMAS ENGLE** adding James Griffin MD, William Clark MD, Brian Lovelace MD, Scott Dunitz MD, Jaafar Bazih MD, Kevin Dukes MD, Ronald Hood MD, James Slater MD, Richard Thomas MD, John Josephson MD, Thomas Marberry MD, Marchel Clements DO, Wesley Stotler DO, and John Balbas MD

PA 1653 **TOD ESTES** adding Vallory Tramonte MD and Enis Sakirgil MD

PA 1334 **MINI GEORGE** adding Cathryn Crittenden-byers MD

PA 1339 **MELISSA GIBSON** adding Kenneth Darvin MD

PA 277 **TONYA GIEMSSANN** adding Erin Allen DO

PA 1911 **DAVID HARPER** adding Dennis Wang MD

PA 1496 **JEANIE JOHNSON-SIMPSON** adding Rodney Mccrory DO

PA 1687 **MARCUS JONES** adding Robert Worden DO, Brent Wilson MD, Dillon Roach MD and Michael Kalcich MD

PA 1947 **LAURA KADECHUK** adding Kacey Wallace DO

PA 948 **BARBARA LANGTHORN** adding Teddy Webb MD, Jonathan Knox DO, Jeanie Klabzuba DO, Stanley Corley MD, Steven Burner MD, David Hopkins DO, Jimmy Dixon MD, and Brendon Mccollom DO

PA 1824 **LINDEE LEDBETTER** adding Kenneth Darvin MD

PA 1577 **REX MARTIN** adding Cathryn Crittenden-byers MD

PA 1876 **ALEX MEDGAARDEN** adding Angela Farrar DO

PA 1893 **JEFFREY MEEKS** adding Leo Boggs MD, Sara Wyrick MD, David Wright MD, William Wilkins MD, Trent Smith DO, David Schroeder MD, Mercedes Madar MD,
Cathryn Crittenden-Byers MD, Andrew Jenis MD, Jessica Keller MD, Jayson Podber MD, Kevin Markowski MD, James Kennedye MD, and Rhett Silver MD

PA 1900 ASHLEY MEIERS adding Bret Haymore MD
PA 1624 AMY MERCER adding John Grigsby DO
PA 1976 MELISSA MOORE adding David Schroeder MD, Cathryn Crittenden-Byers MD, Trent Smith DO, Mercedes Madar MD, Rhett Silver MD, Kevin Markowski MD, Jayson Podber MD, William Wilkins MD, Andrew Jenis MD, David Wright MD, Leo Boggs MD, William Biggers MD, and Robert Farquharson MD
PA 940 BRANDON NARR adding Rodney Mccrory DO
PA 1896 MEGHAN NELSON adding Craig Evans MD
PA 1791 TRANG NGUYEN adding Jeffrey Sparling MD
PA 826 CHRISTY NIEHUES adding Jonathan Knox DO, Brendon Mccollom DO, Jimmy Dixon MD, Stanley Corley MD, David Hopkins DO, Jeannie Klabzuba DO, Steven Burner MD, and Teddy Webb MD
PA 761 JEANENE PARKER adding Jacquelyn O'herrin MD
PA 1272 LAURIE PAXSON adding Robert Balogh MD
PA 1333 AMBER PURVINE adding Bret Haymore MD
PA 1817 KRISTIN RACZ adding Michael Padgham MD
PA 1327 LESLEY RAMSEY adding Jerome Block MD
PA 1306 SHAWNA ROGERS adding Angela Farrar DO
PA 1954 REBECCA RUTH adding Ethan Warlick MD, Laura Taylor DO, Trent Smith DO, Rhett Silver MD, David Schroeder MD, Jayson Podber MD, William Wilkins MD, Andrew Jenis MD, Leo Boggs MD, Mercedes Madar MD, Sara Wyrick MD, David Wright MD, Robert Farquharson MD, William Biggers MD and James Wolfe MD
PA 728 RONALD SECOY adding Kacey Wallace DO
PA 825 LESLEY SMITH adding Angela Farrar DO
PA 698 LONNIE SMITH adding Michael Watson MD, Jeffrey Reames MD and Jesse Hill MD
PA 1929 SANDRA SMITH adding Frank Hubbard DO and Steven Finley DO
PA 491 DOYLE STARK adding Lonette Bebensee DO, Jack Kao MD and Carlos Troncoso MD
PA 1831 ASHLEY THOMANN adding Eric Hogan DO
PA 1874 TRACI TRAN adding Asif Sarfraz MD
PA 1413 RICHARD VANYA adding Javaria Asif MD and Michael Reed DO
PA 1270 KENNETH WALKER adding Michael Kalcich MD, Robert Worden DO, Dillon Roach MD, and Brent Wilson MD
PA 1463 PHILIP WATSON adding Tracey Childers DO
PA 1932 JESSICA WHITE adding David Gordon MD and Steven Hoover MD

A supervisor's report for Amy Lynn Gordon, PA was reviewed. Ms. Gordon had met with the Committee in April 2009. The Committee had recommended approval of her license pending passing PANRE and one year of direct supervision with an evaluation from her supervisor after that time. This was that required evaluation. No further action was required.

The Committee discussed the requirement for an original signature of the PA on all written prescriptions, found in OAC 435:15-5-10(d). Problems had been reported because of electronic prescriptions and electronic medical records. The Committee clarified that subsection (d) did not refer to electronic prescriptions but to handwritten prescription only. Mr. Moore electronic prescriptions would not cause problems for the pharmacists but that faxed
prescriptions still needed to be signed by the PA.

Mr. Kelsey asked the PA Committee for clarification of reinstatement requirements for Physician Assistants who have been out of practice for an extended period of time. He said the issue has come up with a few PAs lately who have been out of practice a number of years. He asked if there were a guide that the Committee would want to use. He said the Board has sent a couple of people to the Clinical Testing Service but did not want to misuse that service. The Committee said reinstatement requirements would depend on several factors including time out of practice and the specialty of the PA. The Committee felt it would be best to set requirements based on each situation. Mr. Kelsey thanked the Committee for their guidance.

There being no further business, Mr. Flinn moved to adjourn the meeting. Dr. Pickard seconded the motion and the vote was unanimous in the affirmative. The time was 1:47 p.m.